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Social biases in word embeddings and their relation to human cognition

Introduction

Infants come into the world ready to learn about their social environment, and they

do so quickly (Tasimi, 2020). By the time they reach school, children show evidence of

holding common gender and racial stereotypes. For example, in one classic demonstration

of children’s stereotypes, children are asked to “draw a picture of a scientist” (Chambers,

1983). About 60% of kindergartners will draw a male scientist given these instructions and,

by the time they reach high school, about 80% of all students will (Miller et al., 2018).

Behavioral tasks such as these demonstrate that children develop increasingly adult-like

stereotypes of the social world over time, and there is reason to think that these stereotypes

may ultimately contribute to structural inequality (Charlesworth & Banaji, 2019a; Huang

et al., 2020). An obvious question to ask, then, is where do these stereotypes come from?

Language is one likely source. Language is a particularly powerful means of

communicating information because it can convey a message without direct experiences —

a child can acquire the stereotype that most scientists are men by hearing statements

about scientists, but without ever encountering a real, live scientist. Information about the

world is conveyed through language in multiple ways, such as through explicit statements.

For instance, a child who hears the statement, “Men make better scientists than women,”

might be inclined to develop a stereotype that men are more suited for life as a scientist,

while women should pursue other careers. Experimental research suggests that children are

able to learn about social stereotypes through various types of explicit linguistic statements

(Bian et al., 2017; Cimpian & Markman, 2011; Cimpian et al., 2012; Rhodes et al., 2019).

The focus of this chapter is on a second, less studied route through which language

conveys social meaning: the co-occurrence of words in a large corpus of language. This

route is often referred to as “distributional statistics” or “distributional semantics” (in this

chapter, we use the latter; Harris, 1951, 1954; Lenci, 2008). The intuition underlying
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distributional semantics is that words that occur in similar linguistic contexts have similar

meanings. Distributional semantics would tell you, for example, that “plate” and “bowl”

have similar meanings because they both occur in similar linguistic contexts. The core idea

of this approach—that meanings are defined by their co-occurrence statistics—has its roots

in structuralist thought. The central idea of structuralism is that language can be thought

of as an isolated system, and meaning in the system can be derived by considering only the

relationships between units within the system (Saussure, 1916, 1960). Distributional

semantics is a modern instantiation of this idea. Models of distributional semantics were

first introduced by cognitive scientists in the 1990s (Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Lund &

Burgess, 1996) and, since then, the machine learning community has developed these

models to be more sophisticated and accurate (Bengio et al., 2003; Bojanowski et al., 2016;

Mikolov, Chen, et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014). These more modern instantiations of

distributional semantics are often referred to as “word embeddings.”

Word embeddings are low-dimensional numeric representations of words generated

by artificial intelligence (AI) methods that capture word co-occurrence statistics. The

assumption in these models is that words located in close proximity to one another in the

vector space are semantically similar. The similarity between two word meanings, such as

“plate" and “bowl", can be quantified by taking the cosine distance between the

corresponding vectors in the model. Word embedding models also capture more analogical

similarity relations. For example, by applying simple arithmetic operations to word vectors,

these models capture the fact that ‘Paris’ is to ‘France’ as ‘Rome’ is to ‘Italy’ (Mikolov,

Sutskever, et al., 2013). State-of-the-art word embeddings have lead to advances in natural

language processing and understanding tasks such as machine translation and human-like

text generation (Bengio et al., 2003; Mikolov, Chen, et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014).

Critically, recent research suggests that word embeddings not only encode

information about mundane meanings, like “plate” and “bowl” or relations such as “Paris”

and “France” but they also encode associations with social import, such as “woman” and
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“nurse” or “man” and “doctor” (Bolukbasi et al., 2016; Caliskan et al., 2017; Lewis &

Lupyan, 2020). These biases are apparent in statistical machine translation systems using

word embeddings to translate sentences (Bolukbasi et al., 2016). For example, these

algorithms tend to translate a sentence like, ‘Oneneutral is a nurse’ from a gender-neutral

language to a gendered language like English as ‘She is a nurse’, implicitly reflecting the

bias that nurses tend to be female. Demonstrations such as this show that word

embeddings encode subtle information about social biases, and when used to solve AI

tasks, these embeddings may serve to themselves perpetuate biases.

The fact that information about social stereotypes is available in the input leads to

an intriguing psychological hypothesis: a learner’s exposure to language statistics that

reflect a social stereotype might lead them to acquire that stereotype. That is, in much the

same way that a child might learn the stereotype that scientists tend to be male from an

explicit statement like “Men make better scientists than women,” a child might learn that

same stereotype from tracking the distribution of the word “scientist” and words directly or

indirectly related to gender in a large corpus of (biased) text. We refer to this as the

“causal embedding hypothesis” (Caliskan et al., 2017; Greenwald, 2017; Lewis et al., 2020).

It is worth commenting on the theoretical status of this hypothesis. Word

embeddings provide a numerical representation of the information that one could in

principle extract from tracking the co-occurrences of words in a large corpus of text,

independent of physical constraints. This is similar to ideal observer analyses used in

different domains in psychology (Geisler, 2003), where the goal is to quantify how an

optimal learner (in a Bayesian sense) would behave in a task if they had all available

information and did not have cognitive limitations. The causal embedding hypothesis is not

a Bayesian theory, but it is similar in the sense that the goal is to assess what information

is available in the input, and whether the cognitive system uses that information.

Critically, the causal embedding hypothesis is not a hypothesis about the mechanism that

the cognitive system applies to this information; the cognitive system could use the same
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information as the input to word embeddings to derive word meanings, applying a very

different algorithm than that used by word embeddings. The causal embedding hypothesis

is a claim only about whether humans make use of language co-occurrence statistics to

derive word meanings, and is agnostic about the mechanism through which this is achieved

(in Marr’s (1982) terms, it is a “computational level theory”).

There is reason to think, however, that children and adults have learning

mechanisms that would allow them to track meanings from co-occurrence statistics. In

particular, we know that infants are able to track statistics in their environment to learn

information about language (see Saffran & Kirkham, 2018, for a review). For example,

8-month olds can learn to detect word boundaries from a stream of continuous speech by

tracking the co-occurrences between sounds (Saffran et al., 1996). There is further evidence

that the ability to track environmental statistics extends beyond language to the physical

(e.g., Kirkham et al., 2002; Téglás et al., 2011) and social worlds (e.g., Johnson et al., 2007;

Wellman et al., 2016). Taken together, this body of experimental work suggests that

statistical learning is a powerful, general learning mechanism that is available to learners.

It is plausible that children and adults could learn word meanings in part by tracking word

co-occurrences in their input (see Günther et al., 2019, for further discussion).

Recently developed word embedding methods allow a key prediction of the causal

embedding hypothesis to be tested—namely, that there should be a close correspondence

between social biases in distributional semantics and those in social cognition. These

methods reveal that word embeddings trained on large corpora of text reflect the same

social biases that have been demonstrated behaviorally in the social psychology literature

(Caliskan et al., 2017; Greenwald et al., 1998; Nosek et al., 2002a). Importantly, note that

while these findings are a key data point for evaluating the causal embedding hypothesis,

they are not determinate of it. Another hypothesis for explaining the close correspondence

between language statistics and social biases is that there’s a causal arrow in the other

direction; that social biases shape language statistics. This alternative possibility is almost
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certainly true, but it is not mutually exclusive with the causal embedding hypothesis.

Surprisingly, despite its important implications, little work to date has directly tested the

causal embedding hypothesis. We return to this point at the end of the chapter.

The goal of this chapter is to review evidence for the close correspondence between

social biases in word embeddings and human cognition, and highlight fruitful areas of

future research. We present evidence that word embeddings closely align with aspects of

human cognition related to social reasoning — both in terms of implicit judgements and

more objective social structural patterns. We conclude by discussing ways for robustly

generalizing the methods we describe to languages beyond English, and for testing the

causal embedding hypothesis more directly.

Word embeddings reflect social biases in human cognition

To what extent do word embeddings reflect social biases in human cognition? We

consider evidence that word embeddings encode information that goes beyond encyclopedic

knowledge to meanings in the social domain, such as gender and race, in a way that

accords with human judgments of semantic similarity. In order to assess the relationship

between social biases in word embeddings and those in human cognition, we need a method

for measuring human biases. We first describe the primary method we use for quantifying

social biases in human cognition: the Implicit Association Test (IAT). We then describe a

method for quantifying social biases in word embeddings in a way that closely aligns with

the IAT, followed by several extensions of this method.

Quantifying social biases in human cognition

To quantify participants’ social biases, we make use of a well-studied behavioral task

developed by social psychologists, called the IAT (Greenwald et al., 1998). The IAT uses

reaction time to measure participants’ associations between two target concepts (e.g. flower

vs. insect) and two target attributes (e.g. pleasant vs. unpleasant) in a word categorization

task. Participants are presented with a single word corresponding to one of the concepts or
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attributes (e.g., “rose” or “happiness”), and are asked to make a two-alternative

categorization decision. In the compatible block of the test, the stereotypically associated

concepts and attributes share a response key (e.g. flower/pleasant vs. insects/unpleasant);

in the incompatible block, the non-stereotypically associated concepts and attributes share

a response key (e.g. flower/unpleasant vs. insects/pleasant). Participants tend to

categorize a word more quickly in the compatible block, relative to the incompatible block,

and this pattern is taken as evidence for a closer cognitive association between the

compatible concept-attribute meanings, relative to the incompatible concept-attribute

meanings. For example, participants tend to respond more quickly when the response key

for flower words is the same as that for pleasant words (vs. unpleasant words), suggesting

that participants have a cognitive association between flowers and pleasantness.

A classical Cohen’s d effect size can be calculated for group-level performance in the

IAT to quantify bias. Let Mincompatible and Mcompatible be the log-transformed, mean

reaction time in the incompatible and compatible blocks, respectively. Let the pooled

standard deviation be the mean of SDincompatible and SDcompatible. Cohen’s d can then be

calculated as:

d = Mincompatible −Mcompatible

Pooled SD (1)

A related IAT effect size measure, D score, computes the standard deviation in the

denominator ignoring condition assignment (the standard deviation across all conditions;

Greenwald et al., 2003).

A large body of literature has implemented the IAT with a range of stereotyped

concept and attribute pairs in order to measure the strength of social biases (e.g., Kiefer &

Sekaquaptewa, 2007; Nosek et al., 2002a; Stanley et al., 2011). For example, the IAT can

be used to measure the extent to which participants hold the stereotype that women are

more closely associated with family life, while men are more closely associated with career

life. Estimates for the strength of various biases can be obtained from published studies on

the IAT, typically from a sample of around 50 participants. In addition, a virtual
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laboratory, called Project Implicit (https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/; Nosek et al.,

2002a), has administered many different types of IATs to millions of people all over the

world. These data are freely available to researchers to evaluate group level biases from

diverse populations, with very large sample sizes. Importantly, Project Implicit allows the

researcher to not just ask questions about groups of people from convenient samples (e.g.,

undergraduates at prestigious universities), but to compare different social groups (e.g., US

participants vs. Mexican participants; participants with a college degree vs. those without).

Data from both published studies and Project Implicit provide valuable estimates of bias in

human cognition that can then be compared to analogous estimates in language statistics.

Quantifying social biases in language statistics

In order to compare the magnitude of biases in social cognition to those in language

statistics, we need a principled method for quantifying social biases in word embeddings.

Caliskan et al. (2017) introduced the Word Embedding Association Test (WEAT) which

derives an estimate of bias in word embeddings that can be compared to the effect size of

group-level human performance in the IAT. WEAT borrows the word stimuli representing

the target social groups and evaluative attributes from the IATs designed by social

psychologists, and then uses the distance between a pair of vectors (more precisely, their

cosine similarity score) as analogous to reaction time in the IAT. The assumption is that

semantic ‘nearness’ in the embedding space implies less reaction time in the IAT’s pairing

tasks (see Figure 1; McDonald & Lowe, 1998; Moss et al., 1995).

WEAT computes the differential association scores for each word in the target

concept and attribute categories. The unit of association in WEAT, s(w,A,B) (Equation

2), quantifies the association of an attribute word, w (e.g., “home”) with each word from

the target categories, A (e.g. “male”) and B (e.g. “female”).

s(w,A,B) = meana∈Acos(~w,~a)−meanb∈Bcos(~w,~b) (2)

https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/
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Figure 1
This figure describes WEAT conceptually by presenting a simplified version of how attitudes
towards African Americans vs. European Americans can be calculated in a vector space. To
be able to visualize the vectors of words, word embeddings trained on the Google News
corpus are projected onto two-dimensional space by principal component analysis. The two
target sets with vectors of word embeddings −−−−→Alonzo and −−−−→Latisha vs. −−−−→Andrew and −−−→Katie
represent African American man and woman vs. European American man and woman.
The vectors for the two polar attribute sets −−−−−−→happiness and −−→love vs. −→evil and −−−→hatred represent
pleasantness vs. unpleasantness.

Figure 2 summarizes the computation of a unit of association in WEAT. In Figure 2, the

target concepts are male and female, and the word “home” is an example stimulus word

(from the “family” attribute). In this case, s(w,A,B) measures the degree to which the

word “home” is similar to male words relative to female words.

In order to derive an effect size measure comparable to the behavioral data,

s(w,A,B) is calculated for all attribute words for each of the two attribute categories. The

effect size quantifies the differential association between two sets of target categories X, Y

and two sets of evaluative attributes A,B learned by word embeddings, a standardized bias

score analogous to Cohen’s d effect size estimates in the IAT (Cohen, 2013). The mean

association score for each word is then divided by the pooled standard deviation of

association scores to obtain the WEAT effect size of bias ES(X, Y,A,B):

ES(X, Y,A,B) = meanx∈Xs(x,A,B)−meany∈Y s(y, A,B)
std-devw∈X∪Y s(w,A,B) (3)
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Figure 2
Graphical representation of the core embedding calculation underlying WEAT. Word
embeddings are projected onto 2-dimensional space and represented as points. Words
associated with the two attributes are depicted in green (male) and purple (female) The
target word, “home,” is shown in black. Pairwise cosine distances are shown between the
target word and each attribute word. The lower right panel shows how these pairwise
distances are used to estimate the relative extent to which the word “home” is associated
with words in the two attribute categories. The negative value (-.55) suggests that “home”
is more closely associated with the female attribute, relative to the male attribute.

It is worth noting that these effect sizes don’t have the same interpretation as the IAT, as

the “participants” in WEAT experiments are words, not people. As a result, WEAT

reflects the overall linguistic biases of individuals whose writing samples were included in

the corpus that was used in training the word embeddings.

Caliskan et al. (2017) applied the WEAT to models trained on large corpora of

English text. Strikingly, across eight different IAT types, ranging from attitudes about race

to attitudes about people with disabilities, all resulted in positive effect sizes. This suggests

the word embedding models encode many of the same social biases that humans do. Table

1 shows all the IAT types and corresponding WEAT findings for these stereotypes.
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Further, these findings generalize to word embeddings trained with various machine

learning algorithms on different corpora. For instance, applying WEAT to Word2vec’s

word embeddings trained on the Google News corpus generates similar results while

reflecting the artefacts of the training set and algorithm. Similar IAT biases have also been

found using less sophisticated distributional semantics algorithms (Bhatia, 2017).

Together, these findings suggest that word embeddings encode not just innocuous

semantic relationships, like the relationship between “plate” and “bowl”, they also encode

social biases in a way that closely corresponds to biases in human cognition, as measured

by the IAT. This pattern is consistent with the idea that people learn some information

about social stereotypes from biases in language statistics.

Quantifying social biases in language statistics cross-linguistically

The IAT provides estimates of the degree to which people hold a particular

psychological bias, and people vary substantially in the degree of bias they hold. This

variability bias is not entirely random — it is often predicted by demographic factors of

participants. For example, White American children (Newheiser & Olson, 2012) and adults

(Kurdi et al., 2019; Nosek et al., 2002a) show a bias to associate Whites with positive

meanings (e.g., “awful”, “spider”) and Blacks with positive meanings (“happy”, “flowers”),

whereas Black Americans show no such bias (or even the opposite pattern). While the

sources of this difference are likely highly complex, the close relationship between word

embeddings and implicit measures of biases suggests one possible causal source: The

co-occurrence statistics of the language input to which a person is exposed shapes the

strength and type of biases they hold. If Black and White Americans are in partially

distinct communities, their language input will be different. More generally, if language

statistics shape psychological bias, then communities with language that have more bias in

their statistics, will also have speakers with more bias psychologically, as measured by tasks

like the IAT.
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Target
words Attribute

words

IAT Finding WEAT Finding

Ref N d p NT NA d p

Flowers
vs

insects
Pleasant

vs
unpleasant

(Greenwald
et al.,
1998)

32 1.35 10−8 25×2 25×2 1.50 10−7

Instruments
vs

weapons
Pleasant

vs
unpleasant

(Greenwald
et al.,
1998)

32 1.66 10−10 25×2 25×2 1.53 10−7

Eur.-American
vs

Afr.-American
names

Pleasant
vs

unpleasant

(Greenwald
et al.,
1998)

26 1.17 10−5 32×2 25×2 1.41 10−8

Male
vs

female
names

Career
vs

family
(Nosek
et al.,
2002a)

39k 0.72 < 10−2 8× 2 8× 2 1.81 10−3

Math
vs

arts

Male
vs

female
terms

(Nosek
et al.,
2002a)

28k 0.82 < 10−2 8× 2 8× 2 1.06 .018

Science
vs

arts

Male
vs

female
terms

(Nosek
et al.,
2002b)

91 1.47 10−24 8× 2 8× 2 1.24 10−2

Mental
vs

physical
disease

Temporary
vs

permanent

(Monteith
& Pettit,

2011)
135 1.01 10−3 6× 2 7× 2 1.38 10−2

Young
vs
old

people’s names

Pleasant
vs

unpleasant

(Nosek
et al.,
2002a)

43k 1.42 < 10−2 8× 2 8× 2 1.21 10−2

Table 1
Summary of Word Embedding Association Tests (WEAT) replicating 8 well-known IAT
findings using word embeddings, using GloVe word embeddings (Caliskan et al., 2017).
Each result compares two sets of words from target concepts about which we are attempting
to learn with two sets of attribute words. In each case, the first target is found compatible
with the first attribute, and the second target with the second attribute, following a
stereotype congruent order. Throughout, the word lists are collected from the studies that
are being replicated. N : number of subjects. NT : number of target words. NA: number of
attribute words. The results are reported in effect sizes (d) and p-values (p, rounded up) to
emphasize that the statistical and substantive significance of both sets of results is uniformly
high; however these results do not necessarily imply that the results are directly comparable
to those of human studies. For the online IATs (rows 4, 5, and 8), p-values were not
reported, but are known to be below the significance threshold of 10−2.
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Recent work by Lewis and Lupyan (2020) tests one version of this hypothesis by

examining the language statistics of distinct language communities in the most extreme

form: speakers of different languages. Lewis and Lupyan applied the career-gender WEAT

to word embedding models trained on 25 languages. Several modifications were made to

the WEAT in order to apply it to languages beyond English. First, the word stimuli were

translated from English into the sample of 25 languages by native speakers. In the original

career-gender IAT, the gender words were proper names (“John”, “Amy”), but because

there are no direct translation equivalents of proper names, alternate words were used that

directly denoted gender (e.g., “man”, “woman”). Second, for languages with grammatical

gender, some of the target words had multiple forms. For example, in Spanish, “niños”

refers to male children and “niñas” refers to female children. To address this issue, word

distances were calculated for same gender pairs only (e.g., children-male (“niños”) to

man-male (“hombre”), and children-female (“niños”) to man-female (“mujer”)).

The authors found that almost all of the languages (22 of 25) had a bias to associate

women with home and males career, but there was a large amount of variability across

languages in the degree of this bias. Does this variability predict cross-linguistic differences

in psychological gender bias?

To answer this question, the degree of psychological career-gender bias was

estimated for speakers of each of the target languages. Estimates were obtained from a

large dataset of over 650 thousand gender-career IATs administered world wide to speakers

of each of the 25 languages (Nosek et al., 2002a). For each language, a mean IAT score was

calculated across all speakers of the target language. Like for the language measure, there

was substantial variability across speakers of different languages in the degree to which they

held a psychological bias to associate men with the concept of career and women with the

concept of home. For instance, participants from Mexico and Sweden had a relatively weak

bias, whereas the participants from the Netherlands and Brazil had a relatively strong bias.

Critically, the strength of the bias in the statistics of a speaker’s language was moderately
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correlated with the strength of the psychological bias for speakers of that language (Fig. 3).

The cross-linguistic career-gender WEAT has also been shown to be related to other

measures of psychological bias, beyond the career-gender IAT. In particular, the magnitude

of the career-gender bias in a language is related to two psychological constructs that have

been previously claimed to be explanations of structural gender inequality. The first is a

measure that quantifies the extent to which genders differ in their general preferences (e.g.,

willingness to take risks, patience, etc.; Falk & Hermle, 2018). The gender-career WEAT is

moderately correlated with this measure, such that countries with greater differences in

gender preferences also have greater gender bias present in their languages. Second,

previous research has argued that there are gender differences in the degree to which

members of different genders have a sense of “self-efficacy” in science, technology,

engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields (Stoet & Geary, 2018). Lewis and Lupyan

(2020) find that countries with greater gender differences in self-efficacy also have greater

gender bias present in their languages. These findings demonstrate that the correspondence

between gender bias in language statistics and psychological gender bias generalizes beyond

one particular measure of psychological gender bias, and suggests that language statistics

may have broad explanatory power in accounting for psychological constructs.

In sum, these data points are consistent with the causal embedding hypothesis, but

are not conclusive since the design is correlational and thus unable to establish causality.

Nevertheless, establishing that the correspondence between human judgments and language

statistics generalizes beyond English is an important first step to establishing causality.

Quantifying social biases in linguistic input to children

If the causal embedding hypothesis is correct, then we should expect social biases to

be present in the linguistic input to people who are beginning to learn the social biases in

their culture: children.

Several recent studies have evaluated the extent to which social biases are present in
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Figure 3
Data from Lewis and Lupyan (2020) showing the cross-linguistic relationship between the
magnitude of the career-gender bias in the word embedding model trained on native
language text, and native speakers’ degree of psychological bias as measured by the Implicit
Association Test (IAT). These results suggest that speakers of languages with greater bias
in the language statistics tend to have greater psychological bias.

the statistics of linguistic input to children. Lewis et al. (2020) trained word embedding

models on the text from a corpus of popular, contemporary books read to young children

(0-5 years), and measured the magnitude of several biases in the corpus using the WEAT.

They found evidence for three biases present in the statistics of the children’s books

corpus: a bias to associate males with career and females with family, a bias to association

males with math and females with language, and a bias to associate males with math and

females with art. Each of these biases have been demonstrated behaviorally using the IAT,

some of them with children. Strikingly, the magnitudes of the biases in the language

statistics were larger in the children’s book corpus, relative to models trained on
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comparably sized adult fiction. This pattern suggests that children’s books may contain

exaggerated representations of stereotypes to children, making them a potentially powerful

means through which stereotypes are transmitted.

Charlesworth et al. (2020) examined a similar set of gender biases in language using

the WEAT, across a diverse set of corpora. They analyzed embedding models trained on

naturalistic child-directed speech, child-produced speech, historical children’s books, and

transcripts from child-directed movies and TV shows. Their data show consistent biases

across corpora (meta-analytic estimate of bias: D = 0.57), and show roughly equal degrees

of bias in child-directed and adult-directed corpora (in contrast to Lewis et al., 2020).

They also go beyond stereotypes that have been well-documented in the behavioral

literature, and ask whether a wide range of other stereotypes are also present the language

statistics of children’s input. They find, for example, that across corpora, females are

associated with the traits “shy”, “affectionate” and “gentle” whereas males are associated

with the traits “direct”, “tough” and “defensive.”

This set of findings provides evidence that gender biases are present in the language

statistics of input to children, possibly to a greater degree than in adult-directed input,

suggesting that language statistics could provide children with information that could

shape their early social biases.

Word embeddings reflect structural measures of bias

So far, we have presented evidence that there is a correspondence between social

biases in language statistics and those in human cognition, as measured by the WEAT and

the IAT. Next, we ask whether there is also evidence that language statistics are related to

objective, structural measures of bias. For example, are occupations that are more female

biased in language statistics also more female biased in the actual workforce? There is

already independent evidence that group-level measures of psychological bias are associated

with structural inequality. For example, Nosek et al. (2009) find that countries with greater
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gender-science stereotype have greater gender inequality in science achievement. Evidence

for a relationship between language statistics and objective measures of bias could suggest

a causal pathway whereby language statistics shape psychological biases, and psychological

biases in turn lead to structural inequality.

The Word Embedding Factual Association Test (WEFAT; Caliskan et al, 2017)

provides one method for comparing language statistics to objective measures of bias. The

WEFAT is a standardized effect size measure of the difference in two distributions of

associations between a single target word and two sets of attributes. Equation 4 below

presents the WEFAT formally, using the same notation conventions as Equation 3.

ES(~w,A,B) = meana∈Acos(~w,~a)−meanb∈Bcos(~w,~b)
std-devx∈A∪Bcos(~w, ~x) (4)

The WEFAT differs from the WEAT in that it measures the association of a single target

word to the evaluative attribute sets, rather than comparing two sets of target words and

two sets of attribute words (analogous to the single category IAT, SC-IAT, Karpinski and

Steinman (2006)). It can be used to measure, for example, the extent to which the actual

real world gender bias of an occupation (e.g., nurse) corresponds to biases in language

statistics.

Caliskan et al. (2017) used the WEFAT to calculate a gender bias score for a set of

50 frequent occupation words (e.g., nurse, scientist, mechanic). They then compared the

WEFAT score for each occupation to the actual labor force gender distribution using data

from U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, by estimating the proportion of people in each

occupation that were women. These two measures were strongly correlated with each other

(ρ = 0.90; Figure 4), suggesting a close correspondence between bias in language statistics

and structural inequality.

Using a measure similar to the WEFAT, Garg et al. (2018) replicate the relationship

between objective occupation bias and language occupation bias demonstrated by Caliskan
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Figure 4
Occupation-gender association data from Caliskan et al. (2017). Pearson’s correlation
coefficient ρ = 0.90 (p-value < 10−18) of proportion of women in 50 popular occupations
retrieved from the annual reports of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and WEFAT
gender scores for the corresponding 50 occupation names.

et al. (2017). Critically, they also find evidence for a close historical correspondence across

a 100 year period between the degree of gender bias for occupations in embeddings and in

objective gender bias, as measured by census data. Their data show a historical trend for

occupations to become, on average, less gender biased over time in both the embeddings

and objective data (Figure 5). They find a similar pattern for race bias. Importantly, Garg

et al. (2018) also directly examine the relationship between bias in word embeddings,

objective bias, and psychological bias. Their data suggest that bias in word embeddings

captures psychological bias, over and above what can be explained by objective bias.

The relationship between objective bias measures and word embeddings has also

been examined at the language level. Lewis and Lupyan (2020) compared the degree of

gender bias in the language spoken in a country, based on the career-gender WEAT, and

the percentage of women among STEM graduates in tertiary education in that country.

They found a correlation between the two: Countries that tended to have more women in
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in the COHA embeddings) by human participants (6, 7). Par-
ticipants scored each word for its association with men or
women (example words: headstrong, quarrelsome, effeminate,
fickle, talkative). This human subject study was first performed
in 1977 and then repeated in 1990. We compute the correla-
tion between the adjective embedding biases in COHA 1970s
and 1990s with the respective decade human-assigned scores. In
each case, the embedding bias score is significantly correlated
with the human-assigned scores [P < 0.0002, r2 � 0.095, inter-
cepts in (�0.017,�0.012) and (�0.029,�0.024), respectively).
SI Appendix, section B.3 contains details of the analysis. These
analyses suggest that the embedding gender bias effectively cap-
tures both occupation frequencies as well as human stereotypes
of adjectives, although noisily.
Comparison with surveys of ethnic stereotypes. We validate that
the embeddings capture historical personality stereotypes toward
ethnic groups. We leverage data from the well-known Princeton
trilogy experiments (8–10), published in 1933, 1951, and 1969,
respectively. These experiments have sparked significant discus-
sion, follow-up work, and methodological criticism (11–16), but
they remain our best method to validate our quantification of
historical stereotypes.

These works surveyed stereotypes among Princeton under-
graduates toward 10 ethnic groups, including Chinese people.
(Other groups include Germans, Japanese, and Italians. We
focus on Chinese stereotypes due to the ability to distinguish
last names and a sufficient quantity of data in the embeddings.)
Katz and Braly in 1933 reported the top 15 stereotypes attached
to each group from a larger list of words (8) (example stereo-
types: industrious, superstitious, nationalistic). (Each stereotype
score is the percentage of respondents who indicated that the
stereotype applies to the group. Note that these scores are not
comparative across groups; i.e., a stereotype’s score for one
group does not directly imply its score for any other group, and
so the regression intercepts are not meaningful.) In 1969, Karlins
et al. reported scores for the same 15 stereotypes, among others
(10). Scores for a subset of these adjectives were also reported in
1951 (9).

Using the stereotypes of Chinese people and our list of Chi-
nese last names, we conduct two tests: First, using all reported
scores for which there is sufficient text data, we correlate the
stereotype scores with the given stereotype’s embedding bias
in the corresponding decade; second, using the stereotypes for
which both 1933 and 1969 scores are available, we correlate the
change in the scores with the change in the embedding bias
during the period.

The results suggest, as in the case with gender, that adjec-
tive stereotypes in the embeddings reflect attitudes of the times
and that the embeddings are calibrated across time. In our first
test, the studies’ stereotype scores are significant predictors of
the corresponding embedding biases (r2 = 0.146, P = 0.023).

Table 1. The top 10 occupations most closely associated with
each ethnic group in the Google News embedding

Hispanic Asian White

Housekeeper Professor Smith
Mason Official Blacksmith
Artist Secretary Surveyor
Janitor Conductor Sheriff
Dancer Physicist Weaver
Mechanic Scientist Administrator
Photographer Chemist Mason
Baker Tailor Statistician
Cashier Accountant Clergy
Driver Engineer Photographer

Fig. 3. Average ethnic (Asian vs. White) bias score over time for occupa-
tions in COHA (blue) vs. the average percentage of difference (green). Each
shaded region is the bootstrap SE interval.

In the second test, the changes in the scores are also signifi-
cant predictors of the changes in embedding biases (r2 = 0.472,
P = 0.014). See SI Appendix, section C.2 for regression tables
and plots.

Together, the analyses in this section validate that embed-
dings capture historical attitudes toward both ethnic and gender
groups, as well as changes in these attitudes. In the remain-
der of this work, we use this insight to explore such historical
stereotypes to display the power of this framework.

Quantifying Gender Stereotypes

We now apply our framework to study trends in gender bias in
society, both historically and in modern times. We first show that
language today, such as that in the Google News corpora, is even
more biased than could be accounted for by occupation data. In
addition, we show that bias, as seen through adjectives associ-
ated with men and women, has decreased over time and that the
women’s movement in the 1960s and 1970s especially had a sys-
temic and drastic effect in women’s portrayals in literature and
culture.

Due to the relative lack of systematic quantification of stereo-
types in the literature, a gap that this work seeks to address, we
cannot directly validate the results in this section or the next.
We reference sociological literature and use statistical tests as
appropriate to support the analyses.

Occupational Stereotypes Beyond Census Data. While women’s
occupation percentages are highly correlated with embedding
gender bias, we hypothesize that the embedding could reflect
additional social stereotypes beyond what can be explained by
occupation participation. To test this hypothesis, we leverage
the gender stereotype scores of occupations, as labeled by peo-
ple on Amazon Mechanical Turk and provided to us by the
authors of ref. 20¶. These crowdsource scores reflect aggregate
human judgment as to whether an occupation is stereotypi-
cally associated with men or women. (A caveat here is that the
US-based participants on Amazon Mechanical Turk may not
represent the US population.) In separate regressions, both the
crowdsourced stereotype scores [r2 = 0.655,P < 10�10, inter-
cept confidence interval (�0.281, 0.027)] and the occupation
relative percentage [r2 = 0.452,P < 10�6, intercept confidence

¶List of occupations available is in SI Appendix, section A.3. Note that the crowdsourcing
experiment collected data for a larger list of occupations; we select the occupations for
which both census data and embedding orientation are also available. For this reason,
the regressions with just the occupation percentage score are slightly different from
those in Fig. 1.
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over time, and so the 2015 occupations are not an exact com-
parison.) The relative distance in the embeddings significantly
correlates with the occupation percentage (P < 10�10, r2 =
0.499). It is interesting to note that the regression line nearly
intersects the origin [intercept in (�0.021,�0.002)]: Occupa-
tions that are close to 50–50 in gender participation have
small embedding bias. These results suggest that the embed-
ding bias correctly matches the magnitude of the occupation
frequency, along with which gender is more common in the
occupation.

We ask whether the relationship between embedding and
occupation percentage holds true for specific occupations. We
perform the same embedding bias vs. occupation frequency anal-
ysis on a subset of occupations that are deemed “professional”
(e.g., nurse, engineer, judge; full list in SI Appendix, section
A.3) and find nearly identical correlation [P < 10�5, r2 = 0.595,
intercept in (�0.026, 0)]. We further validate this association
using different embeddings trained on Wikipedia and Common
Crawl texts instead of Google News; see SI Appendix, section B.1
for details.

The Google News embedding reveals one aggregate snapshot
of the bias since it is trained over a pool of news articles. We
next analyze the embedding of each decade of COHA from 1910
to 1990 separately to validate that for a given historical period,
the embedding bias from data in that period accurately reflects
occupation participation. For each decade, the embedding gen-
der bias is significantly correlated with occupation frequency
(P  0.003, r2 � 0.123), as in the case with the Google News
embedding; however, we note that the intercepts here show a
consistent additional bias against women for each decade; i.e.,
even occupations with the same number of men and women are
closer to words associated with men.

More importantly, these correlations are very similar over the
decades, suggesting that the relationship between embedding
bias score and “reality,” as measured by occupation participa-
tion, is consistent over time. We measure this consistency in
several ways. We first train a single model for all (occupation
percentage, embedding bias) pairs across time. We compare this
model to a model where there is an additional term for each year
and show that the models perform similarly (r2 = 0.236 vs. r2 =
0.298). Next, we compare the performance of the model without
terms for each year to models trained separately for each year,
showing that the single model both has similar parameters and
performance to such separate models. Finally, for each embed-
ding year, we compare performance of the model trained for that
embedding vs. a model trained using all other data (leave-one-
out validation). We repeat the entire analysis with embeddings
trained using another algorithm on the same dataset [singular
value decomposition (SVD)]. See SI Appendix, section B.3.1 for
details.

This consistency makes the interpretation of embedding bias
more reliable; i.e., a given bias score corresponds to approxi-
mately the same percentage of the workforce in that occupation
being women, regardless of the embedding decade.

Next, we ask whether the changes in embeddings over decades
capture changes in the women’s occupation participation. Fig.
2 shows the average embedding bias over the occupations over
time, overlaid with the average women’s occupation relative
percentage over time. [We include only occupations for which
census data are available for every decade and which are fre-
quent enough in all embeddings. We use the linear regression
mapping inferred from all of the data across decades to align
the scales for the embedding bias and occupation frequency (the
two y axes in the plot).] The average bias closely tracks with the
occupation percentages over time. The average bias is negative,
meaning that occupations are more closely associated with men
than with women. However, we see that the bias steadily moves
closer to 0 from the 1950s to the 1990s, suggesting that the bias

Fig. 2. Average gender bias score over time in COHA embeddings in occu-
pations vs. the average percentage of difference. More positive means a
stronger association with women. In blue is relative bias toward women in
the embeddings, and in green is the average percentage of difference of
women in the same occupations. Each shaded region is the bootstrap SE
interval.

is decreasing. This trend tracks with the proportional increase in
women’s participation in these occupations.
Comparison with ethnic occupation participation. Next, we com-
pare ethnic bias in the embeddings to occupation participation
rates and stereotypes. As in the case with gender, the embeddings
capture externally validated ethnic bias. Table 1 shows the 10
occupations that are the most biased toward Hispanic, Asian, and
White last names§. The Asian-American “model minority” (30,
31) stereotype appears predominantly; academic positions such
as professor, scientist, and physicist all appear among the top
Asian-biased occupations. Similarly, White and Hispanic stereo-
types also appear in their respective lists. [Smith, besides being
an occupation, is a common White-American last name. It is thus
excluded from regressions, as are occupations such as conduc-
tor, which have multiple meanings (train conductors as well as
music conductors).] As in the case with gender, the embedding
bias scores are significantly correlated with the ethnic group’s
relative percentage of the occupation as measured by the US
Census in 2010. For Hispanics, the bias score is a significant pre-
dictor of occupation percentage at P < 10�5, r2 = 0.279 and, for
Asians, at P = 0.041, r2 = 0.065. Due to the large population dis-
crepancy between Whites and each respective minority group,
the intercept values for these plots are large and are difficult
to interpret and so are excluded from the main exposition (see
Discussion for further details). The corresponding scatter plots
and regression tables of embedding bias vs. occupation relative
percentage are in SI Appendix, section C.1.

Similarly, as for gender, we track the occupation bias score
over time and compare it to the occupation relative percent-
ages; Fig. 3 does so for Asian Americans, relative to Whites,
in the COHA embeddings. The increase in occupation relative
percentage across all occupations is well tracked by the bias in
the embeddings. More detail and a similar plot with Hispanic
Americans are included in SI Appendix, section C.3.
Comparison with surveys of gender stereotypes. Now, we vali-
date that the historical embeddings also capture gender stereo-
types of personality traits. We leverage sex stereotype scores
assigned to a set of 230 adjectives (300 adjectives are in the orig-
inal studies; 70 adjectives are discarded due to low frequencies

§We adapt the relative norm distance in Eq. 3 for three groups. For each group, we
compare its norm bias with the average bias of the other groups; i.e., bias(group 1) =
P

w

h
1
2 (kw � v2k+ kw � v3k) �kw � v1k

i
. This method can lead to the same

occupation being highly ranked for multiple groups, such as happens for mason.
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Figure 5
Data from Garg et al. (2018) showing the close correspondence in the strength of
demographic biases in occupations between word embeddings and actual participation in the
workforce over historical time. Panel a shows female bias and Panel b shows Asian bias.
Y-axis shows the average bias across 76 different occupations (Blue: average embedding
bias; Green: average bias toward women/Asian participation in occupations). Error bands
show bootstrapped standard errors. Figures reproduced with permission from Garg,
Schiebinger, Jurafsky, and Zou, 2018 (PNAS).

.

STEM fields tended to have less bias in their language statistics. Further, there was also a

relationship between the degree of psychological gender bias in a country, as measured by

the career-gender IAT, and female participation in STEM fields.

Together, these data raise the possibility that bias in language statistics could play a

role in contributing to structural inequality. For example, consider the phenomenon of

stereotype threat, whereby a person’s knowledge that a negative stereotype applies to them

leads to under-performance, particularly in underrepresented and intersectional group

members in STEM (Spencer et al., 1999; Steele & Aronson, 1995). Bias in language

statistics could be contributing to individuals’ knowledge of these stereotypes, thereby

exaggerating the effects of stereotype threat. Moreover, biased AI systems, such as the

ones using word embeddings, are making consequential decisions about humans, such as

college admissions and job candidate selection. As a result, gender bias in society that is

learned by AI systems might become an additional factor contributing to gender inequity

in the STEM workforce. Isolating the individual components of the bias lifecycle, that

increasingly involves AI systems, can shed light on the causal factors contributing to
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mitigating, perpetuating, and amplifying bias in society as well as AI.

Future directions

Finally, we consider two important areas of future research for understanding the

relationship between social biases in word embeddings and human cognition: Robust

cross-linguistic generalization and approaches for testing the causal embedding hypothesis

more directly.

Cross-linguistic generalization

An important area for future research is generalizing the approaches described in

this chapter to other languages in a way that is maximally robust to cross-linguistic

differences in morphosyntactic structure. Lewis and Lupyan (2020) were able to

demonstrate cross-linguistic differences in bias using a course method for dealing with

variability in the grammatical encoding of gender (by averaging vectors), but more robust

methods are likely to more accurately capture biases in a diverse set of languages. In a

related study, DeFranza et al. (2020) examined whether languages that encode

grammatical gender have greater bias in their language statistics, rather than in

psychological biases of speakers of those languages. They found that languages that encode

gender grammatically tend to have a stronger positive association with men, relative to

women, compared to languages that did not encode gender grammatically. However, it is

not clear how much of these findings are due to grammatical vs. semantic associations

without isolating the grammatical gender vector in the embedding space. Toney and

Caliskan (2020) applied WEAT to seven languages, from five branches of varying language

families, and show that word embeddings capture grammatical gender along with gender

bias. Consequently, generating an accurate measure of linguistic bias in grammatically

gendered languages requires isolating the gender vector. For example, when applying the

gender-science WEAT in Polish by using the IAT words on Poland’s Project Implicit, the

resulting effect size signals stereotype-incongruent associations. Further analysis of this
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anomaly revealed that most of the words representing science in the Polish IAT have nouns

with feminine grammatical gender. However, when the gender direction is precisely

identified and removed from the word embeddings while performing WEAT, the results are

in line with the stereotype-congruent biases reported via IATs on the Project Implicit site

(Nosek et al., 2009). These findings suggest that structural properties of languages should

be taken into account when performing bias measurements on word embeddings.

Among social biases, so far, gender bias is the only one recognized as being related

to a language’s structural properties. Further analysis of languages might uncover more

grammatical associations that might be captured while measuring certain types of biases.

Moreover, the structure of a language might be causing limitations that don’t allow for

linguistic regularities to capture various associations. For example, Turkish does not have

grammatical gender, and all the pronouns are gender-neutral. When measuring

gender-science bias in Turkish word embeddings, the stereotype-incongruent results are not

in agreement with IAT scores reported on Project Implicit (Nosek et al., 2002a). These

unexpected results require in depth analysis. One potential reason might be the quality of

word embeddings in Turkish. The low quality of the word embeddings might be due to the

language-dependent pre-processing strategies that were not applied before training the

embeddings. If the same types of pre-processing methods are applied to all languages from

different language families, the training corpora might be losing important linguistic

information. Another reason could be the fact that a training corpus in Turkish, which is a

gender-neutral language, does not have a gender signal significant enough to capture gender

associations. In Turkish, explicitly mentioning the gender of a subject requires including

words such as ‘kadın’, ‘erkek’, ‘kız’, ‘oğlan’ which translate to English as ‘woman/female’,

‘man/male’, ‘girl’, ‘boy’. Unless someone wants to emphasize the gender of a subject, for

example when giving a stereotype-incongruent example such as ‘O bir kadın doktor.’ (‘She

is a doctor’ in English), gender is not specified and it is instead inferred.

Generalizing WEAT to other languages requires taking the structure of a language
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into account. Understanding the relationship between linguistic structure and linguistic

bias can also help understand the causal factors behind learning biases in society.

Testing the causal embedding hypothesis directly

We have presented in this chapter a substantial body of evidence that psychological

and structural measures of bias closely correspond to biases found in word embeddings.

Where does this leave the causal embedding hypothesis?

The extant evidence for the causal embedding hypothesis is almost exclusively

correlational and, as such, cannot provide strong evidence that biases in language statistics

shape biases in human cognition and ultimately contribute to structural biases. There are

consequently a range of possible causal models that are consistent with the data (e.g.,

human cognition shapes language statistics, but not the other way around, or a third

variable shapes both human cognition and language statistics). Nevertheless, the goal is to

build a causal theory (Grosz et al., 2020). Moving forward, there are two promising

avenues for examining the extent to which language statistics play a causal role in shaping

biases in human cognition.

The first is building causal models from observational data. Testing the causal

embedding hypothesis using observational data is challenging because of the inextricable

relationship between human cognition and language statistics: language statistics come

from human minds. There are a range of statistical methods for inferring causality from

observational data that are widely used in fields accustomed to inferring causality from

observational data (e.g., political science, sociology, and economics; Grosz et al., 2020), and

the rise of large-scale data in psychology, like Project Implicit, makes these methods more

feasible (Lupyan & Goldstone, 2019; Paxton & Griffiths, 2017). One promising

observational approach is to examine the relationship between language statistics and

biases in human cognition over historical time. Evidence that biases in language statistics

precede parallel change in biases in human cognition would provide some evidence for the
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causal embedding hypothesis. There is already compelling data to suggest there is

substantial change in biases in language statistics (Garg et al., 2018) and human cognition

(Charlesworth & Banaji, 2019b) over historical time, but no work to date has examined the

longitudinal relationship between the two.

The second approach for more directly testing the causal embedding hypothesis is

experimentation. Experiments allow the researcher to randomly assign participants to

conditions, and directly intervene on the causal system. Random assignment is the gold

standard for demonstrating causal influence because it eliminates the possibility that

background factors (i.e., confounds) are responsible for the observed effect. The

experimental method can be used to test the causal embedding hypothesis by manipulating

the statistics of participants’ linguistic input and measuring their resulting psychological

biases. Little work to date has taken this approach (but see McDonald & Ramscar, 2001),

in part because the amount of linguistic input needed to change people’s cognitive

associations may be more than is practical to expose people to over the course of a short

lab experiment (though this is an open empirical question). Future work could aim to

manipulate the type of linguistic input people are exposed to over much longer timescales

using experimental or quasi-experimental designs.

In applying these methods to understand the underlying causal dynamics, the

resulting answer almost certainly will not be binary (“language statistics do shape human

cognition”), but rather depend on many other aspects of human cognition. For example,

does the strength of the effect of language statistics on human cognition change across

development? Does the source of the language statistics matter? One possibility is that

people are more influenced by language produced by a knowledgeable or respected speaker

versus language produced by someone who is not perceived as knowledgeable or respected

(Lewis & Frank, 2016; Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007). Another open question is whether some

semantic domains are more influenced by language statistics than others. There is evidence

now for a close correspondence between human cognition and language statistics for both
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encyclopedic knowledge (e.g., ‘plate’ and ‘bowl’) and social knowledge (e.g., ‘women’ are

more closely associated with ‘home’, than ‘men’), but little is known about the differences

in the relationship between language statistics and human cognition as a function of

semantic domain. These questions, and others, wide open for future research.

Finally, there is an open question about the effect of language statistics at different

scales. The fact that biases in language statistics correspond not only to biases in human

cognition, but also to objective, structural measures of bias, suggests that language

statistics may have effects that propagate beyond the individual mind. The causal

dynamics between biases in language statistics, individual minds, biases in groups, and

structural biases may vary (Anderson, 1972; Payne et al., 2017), and are a ripe area for

future research. The wealth of available large-scale data makes answering questions about

the causal dynamics at scales beyond the individual mind newly possible.

Conclusion

How do people learn stereotypes? In this chapter, we consider the possibility that

biased associations in language statistics could be one contributing factor. We describe

recently developed methods for measuring social biases in language statistics using word

embedding models (WEAT and WEFAT), and review evidence that these measures closely

correspond to both psychological measures of bias, as measured by the IAT, and more

objective measures of bias, like the gender distribution of participation in the workforce.

Notably, these biases are present not only in generic English corpora, like Wikipedia and

Google News, but also in linguistic input to children and in multi-lingual corpora. The

empirical evidence we present in this chapter is consistent with the causal embedding

hypothesis, but there are many remaining open questions. Throughout, we highlight

important research directions at the intersection of AI bias, bias in human cognition,

computational linguistics, and language acquisition.

The methods we describe allow researchers to uncover, quantify, and validate
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implicit psychological biases and structural biases in an automated way, opening up a wide

space of future computer and information science as well as social science research. While

we have focused on research by psychologists and computer scientists, researchers from

many fields—linguists, sociologists, sociolinguists, neuroscientists, political scientists,

philosophers, and policy-makers—can apply these methods to study the evolution of biases

associated with populations across time and languages. For example, unlike the IAT that

requires human participants, WEAT can be applied to historical corpora to study extinct

languages or societies from centuries ago (Kozlowski et al., 2019; Toney & Caliskan, 2020).

Further, while the focus of this chapter has been primarily on gender and racial biases, the

methods we describe are generalizable to any imaginable stereotype.

In addition to the theoretical implications for social science, understanding how

social biases found in language relate to human cognition has immediate, important

practical applications. AI models likely perpetuate existing biases by generating biased

outcomes, and so there is an urgent need to understand these causal dynamics so that

language and AI can be used to mitigate potentially harmful biases.
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